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ABSTRACT 

To be successful in the market, industries have kept trying to introduce new products that satisfy users’ 

expectations. Under this circumstance, companies have realized and emphasized the importance of 

collaborative environment where different team members closely work together to meet the diverse 

expectations of the users. Many practitioners and researchers believe that high-level cross-functional 

integration can create an advantage of better product quality and shorter development time. However, 

although the collaborative teams have been developed with great optimism, it seems that diverse team 

members have confronted inevitable conflicts each other, and this often resulted in a big loss of 

company revenues considering the development time and cost. Based on the current situations, this 

research was focused on figuring out barriers within collaborative product development teams and 

developing a practical tool that can help improve the collaborative works between different team 

members.  

In order to understand current barriers in collaborative product development teams, literature review 

was first conducted and this was followed by a semi-structured interview with six designers. In the 

literature, different thought world, team disagreement, fairness, and team organization form were 

mainly mentioned as the main causes of conflicts, and, in the interview with designers, five common 

causes of conflicts were identified; different communication tools, different personality and 

preferences, political issues, lack of manager’s leadership, and separated working space. Most causes 

of conflicts between designers, engineers, and marketers were similarly found between the literature 

review and the interviews. However, newly emerging conflicts within different designers were also 

discovered according to the results of the interviews. This seems because that the designer’s area has 

been getting broaden and specialized. Especially, many conflicts occurred between product and UX 

designers by their duplicated work areas and prejudice.  

Based on the results, an idea workshop for developing a collaborative tool was carried out with 

graduate students studying industrial design. Finally, a collaborative toolkit was developed into two 

different ways. One is a conversation tool through which every team member including designers, 

managers, marketers, and engineers can start to discuss the conflicts within their team and come up 

with solutions for effective collaborative works, and the other is a common sense tool for creating and 

sharing common sense between product and UX designers. An expert interview and a focus group 

interview were followed to see the effectiveness and usability of the toolkit as final output.  



Abbreviation of product development team members 

Term Abbreviation Role Description 

Product Designer 

 

PD 

- Design the physical appearance of the product 
- Develop the final product through the concept development, soft  
 mock-up, and Working Prototype 
 
* Related Jobs: 
  - Industrial Designer 

UX Designer 

UX 

- Research user’s behavior 
- Develop user research data into meaningful clusters, and suggest   
 key direction of developing products.  
- Test products to check the usability and defects. 

Designer 

D 
- Create and develop concepts and specifications that optimize the  
 function, value, and appearance of products  
- It doesn't include engineering designers 

Engineer 

E 

- Responsible for technological and production aspects 
 
* Related Jobs: 
  - Mechanical Engineer 
  - Software Engineer 
  - Production Engineer 
  - Electronics Engineer 

Marketer 

M 

- Collect market information 
- Define marketing strategies 
 
* Related Jobs: 
  - Marketing Manager 
  - Sales Manager 

Project Manager 

PM 

- Coordinate product development 
- Set the priorities for the product 
 
* Related Jobs 
  - Product Manager 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Currently, people are used to use a large number of products everyday, and new products have been 

endlessly being produced under the name of improving the quality of people’s life. Since electronic 

products were introduced on the consumer market, users have experienced convenience as the 

products save labor and time during the use (Kim, Christiaans, & Van Eijk, 2007). 

However, not all the product always satisfy users’ expectation, and sometimes users get frustrated and 

even fail to complete a simple task (Abras, Maloney-Krichmar, & Preece, 2004). Furthermore, these 

problems strongly effect on customers future purchases and word-of-mouth (Tanner Jr, 1996). Users 

who had negative experiences with previous use of products are unlikely to buy the same product 

again (Kim et al., 2007). This is an important management matter, because keeping 2 to 5 percent of 

additional repurchasers return as a great benefit to the producers, while creating new customers costs 

five times more than retaining existing customers (Reichheld & Sasser, 1990; Vavra, 1992).  

To reduce the problems and increase the user satisfaction, the term ‘User-Centered Design (UCD)’ 

which is focusing and involving users in product development process, and broadly used in HCI, 

education, manufacturing, software, etc (Venturi & Troost, 2004) was introduced by Norman and 

Draper (Abras et al., 2004; Norman & Draper, 1986). The major activities of UCD include 

understanding and specifying context of use, specifying the user and organizational requirements, and 

evaluating usability through the user tasks (Jokela, Iivari, Matero, & Karukka, 2003).  

In the product development process, there are several ways to implement UCD. Among them, multi-

disciplinary approach that different stakeholders such as designers, engineers, marketers and 

manufacturers work together (Ainamo, 2007) has been used often because individual disciplines do 

not have all the required expertise to analyze, design, implement and evaluate complex systems 

(Dougherty, 1992; Van Kuijk, 2010). According to Ulrich, Eppinger, and Goyal (2011), a product 
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development team is the collection of individuals in different areas such as market research, 

mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, material science, and manufacturing operations with a 

team leader as the center.  

However, including poor communication between individuals (Gulliksen, Lantz, & Boivie, 1999; 

Venturi & Troost, 2004), a variety of conflicts are frequently generated by lack of team cohesiveness 

and disagreement over goals because they have their own expertise such as social sciences, arts and 

technology and unique experiences as individuals (Cross & Clayburn Cross, 1995; Reilly, Lynn, & 

Aronson, 2002; Van Kuijk, 2010).  

In the past, a product development process used to be sequential. Marketing group studies user needs 

and possible target user group. When the study is done, they pass their baton to the next group such as 

R&D engineers, production engineers and other functional specialists. However, current leading 

companies conduct overlapping development phase in their product development processes like a 

rugby approach where a team tries to go the distance as a unit, passing the ball back and forth 

(Takeuchi & Nonaka, 1986). In the new product development (NPD) process, it also adopts and 

emphasizes the importance of cross-functional linkages which different cooperators work together in 

a team to make synergy through the interaction with each other (Chung, 2009; Pinto & Pinto, 1990). 

For more than a decade, researchers have explored the benefits of eliminating organizational 

boundaries between participants in the new product development process (Jassawalla & Sashittal, 

1998, 1999). They believed that high level cross-functional integration creates the advantage of 

multiple sources of communication, information, and perspectives, and these are directly linked to the 

result of better new product quality and shorter development times (Keller, 2001). The factors like 

rapid technological change, flexible production processes, and global competition are making close 

collaboration across functions even more crucial for the introduction of profitable and timely new 

products (Olson, Walker, Ruekerf, & Bonnerd, 2001). 

However, even though the collaborative teams have been developed with great optimism, few groups 

receive appropriate training and other support necessary for transformation into collaborative team 
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(Jassawalla & Sashittal, 1999), and also functionally diverse team members’ inevitable disagreements 

often appear to interrupt the collaborative environment (Keller, 2001; Lam & Chin, 2005; Lovelace, 

Shapiro, & Weingart, 2001; Ramesh & Tiwana, 1999). Sometimes each team member misunderstands 

other group members. For example, engineers regard designers who only consider about aesthetical 

issues such as product appearance, surface texture and colors while designers regard engineers who 

only consider about the manufacturing cost and keeping performance (Kim, 2011). These frequent 

misunderstanding and conflicts can result in a big loss of company revenues considering the 

development time and cost which emerge as one of the main concerns to the producers because 

product development cycles is getting faster to keep up with the user needs and high competitiveness 

among the companies in the same line of business (Kichuk & Wiesner, 1997; Shani, Sena, & Olin, 

2003). 

 

1.2 Research Goals 

Considering these problems and negative effects, many studies and methods have been introduced to 

improve collaborations within product development teams. Through the literature review, the 

collected researches were divided into two categories. The one is the study about core elements that 

directly affect the collaborative environments. The other is to create better collaborative environment. 

In the first category, researchers are mainly talking about each team member’s different “thought 

world”, team disagreement, fairness and team organization form. In the second category, optimal team 

structure & process, collaborative communication skill, and product development tools & methods are 

introduced.  

Nevertheless, these existing studies and methods are not overall solutions. Most of the previous 

researches provide fundamental information, instead of providing practical solutions for existing 

product development teams to create better collaborative environment. Therefore, this research aims 

to identify the main concerns and problems of current product development teams (PDTs), and 
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suggests a new practical method that improves the communication and collaboration skill to make 

better products. In order to make a quick decision and reduce development time for creating 

successful products with a variety of different team members, the practical method is essential. To 

achieve the aims, research questions were formulated as listed below.  

- What is the current product development process? 

- What are the main concerns and problems in current product development teams? 

- Which methods have been introduced to solve the problems? 

- How to improve the collaborative environment in the product development teams? 

 

 

1.3 Thesis Outline 

This thesis is composed of 6 chapters that largely divided into two stages; a first stage including 

chapter 1,2, and 3 is about understanding current problems in collaborative product development 

teams, and a second stage including chapter 4,5, and 6 is about developing solutions (see Table 1). 

Chapter 1 includes the introduction of this research. Chapter 2 consists of previous studies that 

introduce key factors affecting collaborative product development teams and solutions for improving 

collaborative environment. Chapter 3 identifies conflicts in current design practice and the main 

causes of the conflicts. Chapter 4 is composed of the process of solution development. Chapter 5 

introduces two different solution toolkits. One is a common sense tool for product and UX designers 

to understand each other, and the other one is a conversation tool that helps different team members 

discuss together to reduce the conflicts in their teams. Chapter 6 consists of validation and further 

research to refine the toolkits. 
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Table 1 Structure of the Thesis 

Research Stage Chapter Research Purpose Research Approach 

Understanding 

problems 

Ch. 1 Identify research aims and scope Literature study 

Ch. 2 
Understand previous researches about the 

collaborative product development team.  
Literature study 

Ch. 3 Identify problems in current design practice 
Practitioner 

interview 

Suggesting 

Solutions 

Ch. 4 Develop a practical solution 

Idea workshop 

Literature study 

Creating a toolkit 

Ch. 5 Validate the toolkits 
Expert & Focus 

Group interview 

Ch. 6 Conclusion  
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 The definition of collaborative product development team 

Collaborative team is an organization where different types of specialists apply their own skills with a 

high degree of interdependence; sharing diverse perspectives and knowledge through the whole 

product development process. People believe that the collaborative environment can generate synergy 

among each team members and create outstanding ideas than could be achieved by individuals 

(Chung, 2009).  

Generally the team is comprised of marketing, manufacturing, engineering and design. The 

collaboration is conducted between different companies, departments, and specialists. Because of the 

different characteristic of the collaborative product development, variety of synonyms is existed such 

as multidisciplinary development, cross-functional development, inter-departmental collaboration, 

inter-functional integration and heterogeneous development. In this research, we defined the 

collaborative product development as the co-working of different specialists. 

 

2.2 Case studies of collaborative product development 

Previously, many researchers and practitioners have been studied about the collaborative environment 

to improve the efficiency of product development and to create innovative products. Jassawalla & 

Sashittal (1999) categorized the level of collaborative environment into four stages; At-Stakeness, 

Transparency, Mindfulness, and Synergy (see Figure 1). The researchers mentioned that the most 

companies, which have the high level of collaborative environment, have these stages together in their 

development teams.  
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Figure 1 Transforming Behavior into Collaborative Cross-Functional Teams (Jassawalla & 

Sashittal, 1999) 

 

In ‘at-stakeness’ level, equitable sharing of power is essential for gaining equitable commitment from 

participants. In ‘Transparency level’, intense information sharing and reliance on hard data results in a 

transparent environment and promotes integrative understanding of participants’ constraints, 

motivations and interests. In ‘Mindfulness level’, intense exchange of hard data, development of 

transparent teams, and mindful behaviors of participants fosters an environment of trust. Including 

this research, many related researchers mentioned about the ‘level of trust’ as an important element to 

make better collaborative environment in a product development team (Bstieler, 2006; Jassawalla & 

Sashittal, 1998, 1999; Lam & Chin, 2005; Lovelace et al., 2001; Valkenburg, 1998). Lastly, in 

‘synergy level’, synergistic interactions utilize the breadth of skills that exist in teams, and it generates 

the quantum leaps in innovation and new products. Including this research, critical obstacles and 

enhancement factors of collaborative environment were diversely observed through a literature review.  
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2.3 Factors that affect collaborative product development team 

There are several serious causes of obstacles such as conflicting organizational goals, competition for 

resources, overlapping responsibilities, conflicting personal goals, no clear direction or priorities, and 

lack of co-operation (Holland, Gaston, & Gomes, 2000). These problems are usually come up with 

certain factors such as different ‘thought world’, team disagreement, fairness, and organizational 

problem.   

 

2.3.1 Different ‘Thought Worlds’ 

Generally, a number of different specialists are involved in a product development process and work 

together to cover their assigned part that others can’t do. The number of team members in the project 

depends on the project purpose, developing period and company size. The variety of different 

specialists in project team is essential to make better product, but the problem is that members have 

difficulties in understanding what other members are doing, and why and how they are doing it. They 

all have different cultures, educations, and human characteristics. This different thought worlds, 

which keep people from synthesizing their expertise, explains why problems usually arise. Because of 

the problem, there are some contentious communications between each other during the development 

process. Moreover, misunderstanding each other make conflicting personal goals or even they work 

with no clear direction. Thought worlds with different knowledge can’t easily share ideas and may 

view one another’s central issues as esoteric, if not meaningless (Dougherty, 1992). However, sharing 

ideas and knowledge are essential part in collaborative product development team (Valkenburg, 1998). 

 

2.3.2 Team disagreement 

There are many types of disagreement in the product development process such as task disagreement, 

overlapping responsibilities, and conflicting organizational goals. These disagreements are occurred 
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when each member don’t fully understand each other, when they have different favorable goal, and 

when they don’t accept others’ suggestions. It can be a waste of manpower, money, and development 

time.  

 

2.3.3 Fairness  

Fairness includes the freedom to express any ideas, doubts, and also the fairness in decision-making 

process. As different teams work together toward a common goal in their own areas, maintain the 

balance of power is an important factor of successful product development. Through an atmosphere of 

freedom, the communication and idea generation will be going along smoothly, and innovative ideas 

can be suggested effectively from the participated team members. Moreover, the fairness in decision-

making process protects the project from the arbitrary decision and heading in different direction.  

 

2.3.4 Organizational factor 

In addition to those factors above, organizational form, size, and development period are also key 

factors to implement the development process in an effective manner. If the product development 

team has as inappropriate number of members may reduce the productivity of collaboration (Cohen & 

Bailey, 1997). The most appropriate choice of organizational structure depends on which 

organizational performance factors are most critical to success. For example, Functional organizations 

tend to focus on specialization and deep expertise in the functional areas. Project organizations tend to 

focus on rapid and effective coordination among diverse specialists. In consumer electronics 

manufacturers, they almost always organize their product development teams by project. This allows 

the teams to develop new products within the extremely short periods that is required to meet the fast-

paced electronics market (Ulrich et al., 2011). 
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2.4 Other studies for collaborative environment 

It is clear that team work is a social process, and therefore social interactions, roles and relationships 

cannot be ignored in the analysis of design activity performed by teams (Cross & Clayburn Cross, 

1995). To manage the factors, researchers and practitioners suggested solutions in diverse strategies. 

 

2.4.1 Personal differences impacting on team performance 

People are in their nature different. They think and behave differently, and they require different 

things. In order to create efficient collaborative environment, optimal composition of team members is 

important. However, people also need to deeply consider about the personal differences. Without this 

consideration, the ideal size and formation of the team can’t get the advantage (Kichuk & Wiesner, 

1997). There are five big personalities according to Kichuk & Wiesner (1997); Conscientiousness, 

Extraversion, Neutroticism, Agreeableness, and Openness to experience. Each personal characteristic 

can be significantly related to the actual performance in both a positive or negative way. For example, 

team members who have high consciousness will focus on achievement. However, if they work with 

other members who have low consciousness will be distracted from focusing on the task or can be 

disabled to work together with other members. Like this example, many organizations can predict the 

team performance by the formation of members who have different characteristic.   

 

2.4.2 Relationship between different team members 

Collaborative product team doesn’t mean that all team members work together every single 

development process. Song, Thieme and Xie (1998) suggested ideal formations of each team 

members in different product development stages (see Figure 2). According to the study, during the 

early stage of product development, R&D and marketing tend to work closely and positively while 

R&D and manufacturing are counterproductive. However, in the latest stage which products are ready 
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to launch, R&D and manufacturing mainly co-work and the relationship is productive (Song et al., 

1998). 

 

Figure 2 Pattern of Cross-Functional Joint Involvement (Song et al., 1998) 

 

Olson (2001) also draw a similar conclusion. Generally functional cooperation tends to increase as the 

development process moves from early to late stages. During the early stage, marketing and R&D 

have positive relationship. On the other hand, during the late stage, R&D and manufacturing tend to 

have positive relationship. Ainamo (2007) researched in slightly different way from the previous 

research. Instead of studying the relationship between each other, he suggested the different leading 

team depending on the types of developing products. If co-evolution of customer and technology 

bases is rapid, the project team should be sales-led. If a structured approach to manage innovativeness 

is called, it should be marketing-led. If the project’s “closure” should be postponed in the interest of 

brainstorming and accessing ideas that are even better and more creative, it should be design lead 

(Ainamo, 2007). 
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2.4.3 The assigned role of each team member 

People within an organization have different responsibilities and work tasks. This means that they 

have different professions or roles and it is likely that people with similar roles have the same opinion 

about things. In terms of this issue, Berander and Wohlin (2004) divide the team members into 

designers and programmers, engineers, maintenance and supply staff, strategic product managers, 

system architects and requirements analysts, and testers. Then, they found the agreeable roles of each 

team members. For example, Design and Programming is responsible for program design and 

implementation of the system, and strategic product management is responsible for planning activities 

related to the product and the product line and writes a high level requirements specification for each 

project (Berander & Wohlin, 2004). Like the study, various roles and relationships between each team 

members can affect the product development process such as development planning, information 

gathering, problem analyzing and concept gathering (Cross & Clayburn Cross, 1995). 

 

2.4.4. Positive and negative aspects of different inclinations 

Boeddrich (2004) identified the characteristic of each team members in a different way. He divided 

people into the emotional perceiver, the reserved scientist, the open communicator, and the dominant 

entrepreneur (see Figure 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 A Typological Model of Human Idea Types (Boeddrich, 2004) 
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The emotional perceiver is a good listener and prefers to discuss creative problem solving with other 

members but hesitates to voice their own ideas. The reserved scientist is very good at focusing on a 

particular topic and prefers a linear-analytical problem-solving method, but they hates to discuss their 

ideas in public because they don’t like being criticized. The open communicator is very good at 

representing their ideas to others and eager to share their ideas with others. Lastly, the dominant 

entrepreneur plays as a key member who delegates project.  

 

2.4.5 Understanding communication tools 

Communication is the vehicle through the personnel from multiple functional areas for sharing 

information that is so critical to the successful implementation of projects (Evans, 2009), and the lack 

of communication closely linked to problems in new product development and project failures (Pinto 

& Pinto, 1990). During the whole process of product development, variety of different 

communication tools is used to share and discuss ideas. The tools include from face-to-face 

communication, telephone, and fax that are mainly used to exchange words to CAD drawings, pencil 

sketches, and 3D prototypes that are mainly used to discuss about the developing products (Perry & 

Sanderson, 1998). The high cooperation teams are different from the low cooperation teams in 

communication methods and their reasons for communicating (Pinto, 1990).  

 

2.4.6 Collaborative development tools 

To improve the efficiency of collaborative product development process, several tools but not that 

good enough solutions are developed. After online communication is become more common, some 

Internet based tools are developed. Roy and Kodkani (2000) suggested online based idea sharing and 

developing tools (see Figure 4) for geographically dispersed designers to effectively develop and 

select the product concept through a collaborative effort.  
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Figure 4 Schematic Drawing of The Proposed  
Collaborative Product Conceptualization Environment (Roy & Kodkani, 2000) 

 

In this tool, designers upload their initial concepts, and initiate conference with team members to 

negotiate design modification. Team members rank each other’s concepts, and the best concept is 

determined for detailed design. This is the key process of the Internet based communication tool. 

Ferraro, Rogers, and Ceisler (1995) also introduced digital based group meeting tool (see Figure 5) 

that adapts the actual face-to-face meeting. They developed this program based on the thought that the 

most intensely collaborative and productive communications are conducted in the face-to-face team 

meeting. 

 

Figure 5 Face-to-Face Meeting in Digital Based Collaboration Tool (Ceisler, 1995) 
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There are also different approaches to improve the collaboration skill. Pei (2009) developed ‘CoLab 

cards’(see Table 1) which is a set of cards divided into three packs. This tool is a design tool 

supporting education and collaboration for engineering designers and industrial designers during new 

product development. It enables different designers to gain joint understanding and creates shared 

knowledge when using visual design representation. The cards include the following contents. 

Table 2 Example of 'CoLab' cards (Pei, 2009) 

Grey Card 
 Grey cards provide information of different development 

stages that applies to both engineering designers and industrial 
designers.  

Red Card 
for 

Industrial 
Desingers 

 

 

Red cards indicate which design representations are used by 
industrial designers to communicate the information on the 
grey card. 

Blue Card 
for 

Engineering 
Designers 

 

 

Blue cards indicate which design representations are used by 
engineering designers to communicate the information on the 
grey card. 

 

Chung (2009) also introduced a Cross-functional Collaborative Prototyping (CFCPing) method (see 

Figure 6) that improves interdisciplinary team collaboration in the early stage of the design process. 

This is a physical representation of group design activity that enhances creativity, facilitates reciprocal 

knowledge sharing, and ultimately helps to increase the team’s positive energy. CFCP is a 

combination of a conceptual prototype, a behavioral prototype and a collaborative prototype  
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Figure 6 Composition of CFCP (Chung, 2009) 

 

2.5 Conclusions 

Through the literature review, it was recognized that most of the previous studies had been focused on 

the organizational studies and identifying characteristics of different team members. However, except 

the ‘CoLab’ cards, which are well known as a practical solution for designers and engineers, most of 

them are more likely theoretical solutions, which are not practical solutions. Even though the 

theoretical solutions are carefully developed, it can be useless if the results are not applicable to the 

practice. To supplement the weakness of current studies, practical solutions that every product 

development team member can actually use should be developed. To achieve the goal, current 

concerns and problems were identified through practitioner interviews. 
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3. IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS IN CURRENT 

DESIGN PRACTICE 

3.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this chapter is to identify the major problems in collaborative environment among the 

different team members in each product development process. For this research, six designers 

participated in an in-depth interview that is one of the main methods of data collection used in 

qualitative research (Legard, Keegan, & Ward, 2003). To collect sufficient information in a limited 

time, assistive tools are used during the whole process of the interview. Pei (2002) also used this 

interview method to collect data from practitioners on the development of ‘CoLab’ cards. This chapter 

concludes an analysis of the findings with the later research direction.  

 

3.2 Method 

3.2.1 Participants 

In order to ensure that the interview results were reliable, a balanced number of designers were 

interviewed. Three designers were from major manufacturing companies and the other three designers 

were from design agencies. To collect common problems in different collaborative teams, people who 

has more than 4 years work experiences were participated in this interview, and all the participants 

came from a variety of different design fields such as home appliances, mobile products, and heavy 

equipment.  
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Table 3 Descriptions of Participants 

Interviewee
Code  

Design Team 
Characteristics  Position Major    

Area 
Work 

Experience 

C1 In-house design team Chief Designer Home 
Appliances 

More than 
10 years 

C2 In-house design team Senior Designer Mobile 
Products 8 years 

C3 In-house design team Researcher Heavy 
Equipment 4 years 

A1 Design Agency Representative Electronics More than 
10 years 

A2 Design Agency Creative Director Electronics 5 years 

A3 Design Agency Senior Designer Home 
Appliances 6 years 

 

3.2.2 Materials 

To strictly focus on the topics by minimizing misinterpretation and miscommunication, and avoid 

unnecessary loss of time, supportive cards were offered to the participants during the interview. One 

of the motivations for using the cards was the important role that participants can play with it towards 

a common goal; describing the collaborative environments of their teams (Clatworthy, 2011). In 

actual use, participants used the card efficiently, and it also significantly reduced time to write and 

draw the product development process and the relationship between different team members on each 

development phases. The supportive cards are made up with two different cards; product development 

process cards and team members’ role cards. 

1) Product development process cards  

The cards show the general product development process (see Figure7 & Table 4) that is based on the 

Ulrich’s ‘the generic product development process’, which is the sequence of steps or activities that 

an enterprise employs to conceive, design, and commercialize a product (Ulrich et al., 2011). The 

process includes the six development phases with typical tasks and responsibilities of including team 

members for each phase.  
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Figure 7 Explanations of the Product Development Process Cards 

Table 4 Descriptions of Product Development Process Cards 

No. Development Phases Identified Tasks 

1 

Planning Marketing 
- Articulate market opportunity  
- Define market segments 
Design 
- Consider product platform and architecture  
- Access new technologies 
Manufacturing 
- Identify production constraints 
- Set supply chain strategy 

 

2 

Concept Development Marketing 
- Collect customer needs 
- Identify lead users 
- Identify competitive products 
Design 
- Develop & select industrial design concepts 
- Build and test experimental prototypes 
Manufacturing 
- Estimate manufacturing cost 
- Assess production feasibility 

 

3 

System-Level Design Marketing 
- Develop plan for product options and extended product family 
Design 
- Develop product architecture 
- Define major sub-systems and interfaces 
- Refine industrial design 
- Preliminary component engineering 
Manufacturing 
- Identify suppliers for key components 
- Perform make buy analysis 
- Define final assembly scheme 
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4 

Detailed Design Marketing 
- Develop marketing plan 
Design 
- Define part geometry 
- Choose materials  
- Assign tolerances 
- Complete industrial design control documentation 
Manufacturing 
- Define piece part production processes 
- Design tooling 
- Define quality assurance processes 
- Begin procurement of long-lead tooling 

 

5 

Testing and Refinement Marketing 
- Develop promotion and launch materials 
- Facilitate field testing 
Design 
- Test overall performance, reliability, and durability 
- Obtain regulatory approvals 
- Assess environmental impact 
- Implement design changes 
Manufacturing 
- Facilitate supplier ramp-up 
- Refine fabrication and assembly processes 
- Train work force 
- Refine quality assurance processes 

 

6 

Production Ramp-Up Marketing 
- Place early production with key customers 
Design 
- Evaluate early production output 
Manufacturing 
- Begin full operation of production system 

 

2) Team members’ role cards  

Role cards categorize collaborative product development team members into six roles: product 

manager, industrial designer, marketing specialist, development engineer, interaction designer, and 

usability specialist (see Figure 8 & Table 5). This cards are mainly developed based on the Van 

Kuijk’s (2010) categorization of product development team members and additional supportive 

information from related literatures. 
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Figure 8 Explanations of Team Members' Role Cards 
 

Table 5 Descriptions of Role Cards 

No. Team Members Responsibilities and Related Roles 

1 

Product Manager Responsibilities 

- Coordinates product development  

- Sets the priorities for the product 

Related Jobs 

- Project Manager 

- Customer-Marketing Manager 

  

2 

Industrial Designer Responsibilities 

- Designs the physical appearance of the product 

Related Jobs 

- Product Designer 

 

3 

Marketing Specialist Responsibilities 

- Collects market information 

- Defines marketing strategies 

Related Jobs 

- Marketing Manager 

- Marketing Intelligence Manager 

- Marketer 

- Sales Manager  
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4 

Development Engineer Responsibilities 

- Responsible for technological and production aspects 

Related Jobs 

- Mechanical Engineer 

- Software Engineer 

- Production Engineer 

- Electronics Engineer  

5 

Interaction Designer Responsibilities 

- Designs the user interface of the product 

Related jobs 

- User Interface Designer 

- User Experience Designer 

- Visual Designer 

  

6 

Usability Specialist Responsibilities 

- Collects user information  

- Evaluates the usability of products 

Related Jobs 

- Usability Tester 

- User Experience Specialist 

 

 

 

3.2.3 Procedure 

This research was achieved by semi-structured interview that is ideal for the exploration of the 

perceptions and opinions of participants regarding complex and sensitive issues. Also, it enables the 

interviewer to explore and clarify inconsistencies of participant’s answers (Louise Barriball & While, 

1994). Before the main interview, all participants were signed a consent form. To record the interview, 

a voice recorder and digital camcorder were used under the participant’s agreement. Then, they were 

asked main questions regarding the collaborative product development (see Table 6). 
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Table 6 Main Questions in the Interview 

Questions 

1. Place product development process cards in order based on the actual product development process     

  in your company. 

2. Who are the main team members in each product development process? 

3. What problems are occurred during the each process? 

4. Between which members frequently make conflicts?   

5. What is your and your team’s solution to solve the problems? 

6. Suggest other solutions that will be helpful for improving the collaborative environment. 

 

Initially, the interview had been planned to take one hour for each participant. However, because of 

the characteristic of semi-conducted interview, the time was varied from one hour to two hours. 

 

Figure 9 Interview Scenes of C1, C2, C3 (Top) and A1, A2, A3 (Bottom) 
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3.3 Results  

3.3.1 Analysis method 

After the interviews, the interview data were transcribed into text, and video data were used to 

identify how the participants place the product development process cards and product development 

team cards. Then, the transcribed data were categorized based on the 6 product development stages. In 

this first categorization, the main problems, solutions, and suggestions for each stage were figured out. 

Then, the data were re-categorized based on specific issues that divided into 5 main categories; 

problems of different characteristics of team members, related solutions, naturally solved problems, 

organizational problems, and common understanding of each team member.  

 

3.3.2 Major problems in each development process 

Table 7 Problems in Each Product Development Process 

Ulrich’s Product Development Process  

1. Planning 2. Concept 
Development 

3. System-
Level Design 

4. Detail 
Design 

5. Testing 
and 

Refinement 

Production 
Ramp-up 

 

 

Major problems  

Each team’s 
different goal of 

product 
development 

direction 

Different 
communication 
tools and lack 

of knowledge in 
different areas 

Engineers 
related conflicts 
with the rise of 

their role 
importance. 

Conflicts 
between 

marketers and 
product 

designers. 

Keeping user 
centered 

concepts from 
engineers  

There are no 
serious conflicts 
in this process.  
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1) Planning 

In the very beginning process, each team’s different goal of product development direction makes 

frequent conflicts.  

“Designers need to think broadly, but marketers sometimes restrict the range of ideas. For 

example, in development of rice cooker, marketers focus on current market and people who 

buy the products. However, they don’t think what problems have been occurred in use and 

which way they need to develop the products for next.” (A1, interview, February 8, 2014) 

Including the interview data above, [C1], [C2], [C3], [A1], and [A2] said that marketers and engineers 

are too much focusing on the current situation and technology so that designers who want do create 

advances ideas can be restricted. Even within design team itself, some designers look at the futuristic 

image in product while others want to solve current problem [C3]. 

2) Concept design 

In this concept design phase, different communication tools and lack of knowledge in different areas 

make major conflicts. Because of the designers’ lack of knowledge in marketing and engineering 

areas, it’s really hard to persuade engineers and marketers. [A1] said that designers try to appeal their 

ideas too much emotionally to the other teams, and this is why other team members repute the ideas 

easily. On the other hands, engineers don't have knowledge of understanding concept design and 

developing new ideas. This problem can be an obstacle to all team members to develop their ideas 

thoroughly. The interview response below is an example to the main conflicts in concept design phase. 

“As you mentioned, because the communication tools and specialties are different, they 

can’t develop their ideas deeply. In transportation design, even though designers know the 

ideal and esthetic position of tires, they don’t know how to make the engineers understand 

their idea. Just saying like “it looks beautiful” is not understandable. Also, even though 

engineers have esthetical ideas, they don’t apply their ideas because they think they don’t 

know about the design area. In this situation, designers and engineers just select generally 

understandable ideas. Not their best ideas.” (C3, interview, February 9, 2014) 
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3) System-level design 

At this moment where the engineers’ role is become more important, the engineers related conflicts 

begin to rise. In this system-level design, engineers keep stay in currently available technologies. 

“Engineers prefer easier and currently available solutions. They don’t like changes, because 

it means that they need to work more. Moreover, engineers think that even tiny little changes 

can adversely affect to the whole structure of the developing products. However, product 

designers push for changes, and problems are caused by the difference.” (A1, interview, 

February 10, 2014) 

Because of the problem, the manager’s role also becomes more important. One of the important roles 

of manager in this stage is to keep the initial concept with maintaining the balance between engineers 

and designers.  

4) Detail design 

In the detail design phase, marketers and product designers start making conflicts each other. 

Marketers want to meet marketable product price when the designers still keep try to improve the 

design quality with retaining the initial concept. In this stage, there is no big change. Instead, detailed 

changes are mainly concerned and these are closely related in cost.  

“Passing decisions from the marketers and engineers to designers through managers are 

frequently occurred process. However, in this environment, designers get tired of 

communicating with the team members.” _(C1, interview, February 8, 2014) 

5) Testing and refinement 

The most important issue in the testing and refinement phase is keeping user centered concepts. In this 

stage, engineers and usability specialists analyze current problems of developing products, and they 

tend to solve the problems without considering users. Moreover, it will become more critical when 

engineers direct the project in this phase.  
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“If engineers lead the testing and refinement phase, they tend to examine the products based 

on mass production, and they ask other team members consider their examination. Then, 

user centered interaction is gone.” (C1, interview, February 8, 2014) 

6) Production ramp-up 

In the last phase, serious conflicts are not found between team members, because this is the time to 

sell their products together to customers.   

“In this step, they are not different team. As a one team, they try to promote their products 

together and sell their products successfully.” (C3, interview, February 9, 2014)   

 

3.3.3 Conflicts between different teams in collaborative product development 

 

Figure 10 General Conflicts and Newly Emerging Conflicts in Product Development Process 

 

 

 

Designer

: Most conflicts were generally occured between designers,
  marketers, and engineers, and the coflicts were similary
  identified from previous studies. 
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1) Conflicts between designers, marketers, and engineers 

In general point of view, there are common conflicts between designers, marketers, and engineers. 

Designers tend to consider about users in detail while engineers and marketers are focusing on the 

current market. This difference makes designers hard to persuade the engineers and marketers when 

they suggest new types of product. For example, conflicts between designers and marketers are 

frequently raised when the marketers take priority over the affordable product price while the 

designers try to keep the initial concept for developing products. This can be a serious limitation on 

the designers who need to create new product concept through forecasting the future. Similar to 

marketers, engineers also mainly think about the production cost and product release price based on 

the company-centered consideration.  

Moreover, lots of different factors such as the development cost and different objectives for 

developing products make conflicts between designers and engineers. Designers are trying to improve 

the product value, as the engineers seem to want to improve the effectiveness. In terms of engineer’s 

point of view, the effectiveness does not mean the effective usability. It means the effective 

development and production. Not all, but many engineers don’t like to develop additional functions 

for improving usability because it means that they need to work more to create solutions. Looking at 

the different characteristics, if designers plan to suggest products with currently available technologies, 

engineers don’t make too much complains. However, if the technology is inexistent, designers need to 

expect many conflicts with engineers. Additionally, the development schedule and unexpected 

changes between two groups are also main problems. During the product development process, each 

group has its’ own works, and if they delay some of their assigned work, it directly affect the other 

team schedule. Also, when engineers abruptly request form changes on their developing products for 

some technical reasons, designers might need to change the whole parts of the product form to keep 

the initial concept.  
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2) Newly emerging conflicts within different designers 

Since the industrial designer’s role has been subdivided and specialized into many ways, conflicts 

between different designers are newly emerged. Especially, many problems are occurred between UX 

designers and product designers, and the major reasons are work duplication and a lack of 

understanding each other’s role.  

According to the interview, UX designers think product designers as who just actualize ideas 

following the UX designer’s concept guidelines. Moreover, UX designers think that they are strongly 

in charge of advanced development research process, because they think product designers don’t have 

a researching skill and design strategic ability. On the other hands, product designers think UX 

designers as those who just suggest ideas in words without any actualization of end products.  

In the UX designer leading project, product designers act like supportive team for the UX designers 

on the whole process of product development. In that situation, UX designers request product 

designers to do what they want, and product designers just do what UX designers request. Product 

designers don’t do their best, because they think that the work they do is not for them, and the reward 

will goes directly to the leading team. Without the project ownership, product designers tend to act 

passively, and optimized result can’t be produced. 

 

3.3.4 The causes of conflict between different team members 

 

- Low level of reliance 
- Suggest ambiguous ideas 

- Don’t like changes 
- Narrow view on solving problems 

 

- Lack of other communication tools 
to persuade other team members 

- Conflicts between designers 

Figure 11 Main Causes of Conflicts Relating to Marketers, Engineers, and Designers 
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1) Conflicts related to marketers 

Designers think marketers as who make supportive data that other co-works need. In the past, people 

commonly think that marketers research the users to find what they need. However, nowadays, the 

role is shifted to the designers. Especially, UX designers are doing the research in the field. Because 

designers think that the information marketers provide is not concrete enough to be used as idea 

generation sources, designers are not fully relying on the marketers. Additionally, designers don’t 

understand marketer’s cloud of words.  

2) Conflicts related to engineers 

Designers think that UX designers and product designers have to lead the project, because engineer is 

not class enough for doing concept development. Designers want engineers just give feedback for 

product concepts that designers suggest instead of leading the whole project. Generally engineers are 

thought like the most conservative members who have very narrow view on solving problems and 

don’t like changes (Kim, 2011), so the other members feel that it is really hard to communicate with 

engineers. 

3) Conflicts related to designers 

Even though the product designers are core members who generate specific product concepts, they are 

sometimes viewed from other members as who just stay in cloud of words. It happens frequently, 

because designers don’t have ideal communication tools to persuade the marketers and engineers 

during the whole product development process. Interestingly, UX designer have some complaints to 

product designers. First of all, comparing to UX designers, product designers are not strong at 

predicting the future, and have difficulties to make design strategy. They also think that product 

designers tend to neglect research process. Without research, it would be hard to lead the product 

development team.  
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3.3.5 5 causes of conflicts  

1) Different communication tools 

 

Figure 12 An Explanatory Image of Different Communication Tools 

Usually, it is easier to product designers and UX designers to communicate with marketers than 

engineers. It’s some times really difficult to express the concepts and benefits by numerical data, but 

engineers easily understand when the data comes in number. Not the words such as “this is good” and 

“this esthetical form will be loved by customers”. Designers know the concept they suggest is what 

customers want intuitively based on their experiences, but they also understand the objective data is 

required to persuade the engineers. However, unfortunately, they are not good at explaining in number. 

Designers think that idea sharing in number makes an inefficient communication environment in the 

collaborative product development team. Designers are now struggling to find out the way of proving 

the importance of emotional aspects as one of the important factor in products. Marketers also have 

similar problems like designers. If marketers are not able to provide definite answers in engineer’s 

language, the engineers don’t go ahead as planned favorably.  

2) Different personalities and preferences 

 
Figure 13 An Explanatory Image of Different Personalities and Preferences 

The collaborative teams are a group of combination of different people who have different 

characteristics and different educational backgrounds. In this environment, it’s hard to fully 
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understand each other. They even don’t know what exactly other team members do. One of the 

hardest things is developing sympathy between the each team members. All members have different 

preferences, and it makes difficulties when they need to choose preferred concept. Even within the 

designers, some designers tend to prefer extremely advanced concepts while others focus on more 

realistic designs. Moreover, the different specialties can be an obstacle to the better product 

development. Although designers and engineers have better ideas, they don’t develop the ideas 

because they are not sure the ideas are affordable or not in the other development teams.  

3) Political issues 

 

Figure 14 An Explanatory Image of Political Issues 

In large scaled companies, organizations are divided into many groups, and many political problems 

have been occurred and became hard to solve even by the executives. All teams in product 

development should have equal power to express their ideas. If not, it will be difficult to have 

effective and collaborative team. In the current industry, designers don’t have many chances to have 

right of decision-making. All of the interviewees agreed that designers should have that power. If 

engineers direct the whole project alone, they probably focus on the possibility of current mass 

production while the user-centered design is ignored more and more.    

4) Lack of product manager’s leadership  

 

Figure 15 An Explanatory Image of Lack of Product Manager's Leadership 
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The different characteristics of team members are a very important factor for the effective 

collaborative environment, but the manager’s role is also really important factor. In many cases, the 

success and failure is decided depends on who direct the project. During the whole development 

process, one of the key roles of managers is to keep initial concept of developing product. However, if 

the manager changes the concept by his or her own decision, a huge amount of time and cost can be 

wasted. Additionally, when the manager is not interested in accepting a new area of ideas, they might 

suppress team members from creating new ideas.   

5) Separated working space  

 
Figure 16 An Explanatory Image of Separated Working Space 

Most companies in Korea, product development teams such as product designers, UX designers, 

engineers, and marketers work in separated space. Within the current working environment, it take to 

much time to communicate each other, and many miscommunications are occurred. Moreover, people 

can’t feel the urgent of others when they are asked by e-mail instead of face-to-face communication. 

In this case, the interviewees mentioned that working in one space would be better for collaborative 

product development. 

Because designers, engineers, marketers and other coworkers work separately, it is sometimes hard to 

fit everyone’s schedule. For example, engineers give technological data to the designers, and 

designers need to make the exterior design with the specifications in a limited time. However, if 

engineers don’t give the information on time, the design team can’t begin their assigned work. This 

kind of delayed schedule can lower the product development efficiency. The more people in different 

working space, the more schedule conflicts will be occurred. Because of the reason, to optimize the 

team efficiency, design agencies seem to prefer to keep their team size small. 
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3.3.6 Suggestions for resolving the conflicts 

1) Manager is a mediator  

During the interview, all participants mentioned about the key roles of manager. First of all, managers 

as a head director are better to collect all the opinions from different team members and make 

decision instead of participating in product development. Also, managers have to be a mediator with 

broad knowledge of different fields. If not, the conflicts between each team members can be 

dramatically increased. With variety of experience, managers need to be an all-round player. 

Moreover, managers should keep the initial concept from permanent obstacles. If the managers want 

to complete its role, they need to understand team members’ core ideas and control the balance in 

different team members. Finally, managers always need to resolve the gap between reality of 

marketers & Engineers and ideals of designers.  

2) All members should try to understand each other and give what other team members want 

Currently, the major work of designers is not just creating beautiful products. As the importance of 

designers has been increased, their work area is also getting broader. In respond, designers are 

required to have broad knowledge. In marketing area, designers should be able to analyze the current 

market as much as the marketers do through understanding the knowledge of marketing strategy and 

communication tools. There are three steps that designers should do; analyzing the current market, 

predicting the future through the analysis, and creating innovative products. 

On the other hands, marketers should also empathically communicate by understandable data with 

designers. Marketers have to listen to designers about the data they actually need and reflect the needs 

in their market research instead of conducting the research in their own interests.  

Currently, harmony of UX designers and product designers are also important. They are both 

designers, but there are big work differences between them. They believe that, the harmony between 

two different designers is very important factor to create better products.    
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3) Relationship between designers and engineers is still very important 

During the whole process of product development, the closest communication is occurred between 

designers and engineers. In terms of this environment, understanding each other is really important. If 

designers can expect what will happen in engineering part from their suggested ideas, conflicts can be 

dramatically reduced. Moreover, if the engineers understand the designer’s characteristic, they can 

think designers’ future-oriented ideas reasonable. As an organizational solution, giving design 

seminar to the engineering team and giving engineering seminar to the design team would be helpful.  

4) Designers are required additional ability 

In many cases, designers tend to express their ideas too emotionally even though this is not a good 

way to persuade other team members. The emotional aspect of products is important, but designers 

also need to be able to explain it more systematically. To fulfill this requirement, designers need to 

improve additional communication tools for engineers and marketers. In an organizational way, 

subspecializing designers’ roles could improve the collaborative system. For example, designers who 

have engineering knowledge will be easier to communicate with engineers and the other designers 

who have marketing knowledge would be easier to communicate with marketers.  

5) Conflicts are reduced in deep dive stage 

When the concept development is matured and the role of team members is clear, all members just 

start to focus on their own works, and the communication between different parts of team members 

are reduced. During this stage, the understanding of different team members increases while the 

conflicts are decreasing. Moreover, even if they are struggling from their differences in each product 

development process, the main goal at the end of the project is identical. Selling their final products 

successfully on the market. In this stage, they start to try to support each other. 

6) Design is getting familiar with people 

Currently, because many successful products are developed by design lead, other team members 
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understand more about the importance of designer’s role. Because of that, they are willing to hear 

about designer’s ideas. Moreover, as times change, there are many chances to have designical 

experiences for engineers and others. For example, not only designers use ‘iPhone’, but the engineers 

also use the same. These experiences help the people develop their ability to look at design and 

understand designer’s communication tools. 

 

3.4 Conclusions 

Through the interview with design practitioners, this chapter showed current problems, causes, and 

suggestions in collaborative product development teams. Actually, most conflicts between designers, 

engineers, and marketers were similarly identified from previous research. However, the biggest 

finding in this interview was the newly emerging conflicts between different designers. The new 

conflicts were emerged as the designer’s area has been subdivided and specialized in various 

directions. Especially, many conflicts are occurred between UX and product designer by their 

duplicated work areas and prejudice. Based on the results, a follow-up study was conducted to suggest 

solutions for better collaborative environment.  
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4. DEVELOPING SOLUTIONS 

4.1 Introduction 

Traditionally, industrial design had been viewed as a service either within an organization or as 

contracted consulting rather than as a strategic business resource. However, the practice of industrial 

design has been evolving, as has the general context surrounding new product development (NPD) 

(Veryzer & Borja de Mozota, 2005).  

Through the interview, five major causes of conflicts between designer, marketers, engineers and 

other collaborative team members were found, and newly emerged conflicts between product 

designers and UX designers were also identified. In the whole process of product development, 

product and UX designers could not agree on many aspects, and they did not respect each other’s 

competencies. The reason is that they have exactly same goal. Both product and UX designers want to 

suggest outstanding ideas and products. They are sometimes scared to lose ground in the organization 

(Marcin, 2014). Currently, despite the growing interest in user experience, it has been hard to gain a 

common agreement on the nature and scope of UX. There are several reasons why it is hard to get a 

universal definition of UX, and one of the reasons is associated with a broad range of fuzzy and 

dynamic concepts of UX.  

The aim of this chapter is to find and suggest a new method to make efficient collaborative 

relationship between different team members including product and UX designers. To achieve the 

goal, an idea workshop was conducted with seven graduate industrial design students. 
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Table 8 The Characteristics of Idea Workshop Participants 

Participants Information of Participants 

A Doctoral Student 
Experienced in consumer electronics project with electronic company 

B Combined Master’s and Doctoral Student 
Studying User Experience in ergonomic approach 

C Master’s Student 
Worked in electronic company for 3 years as product designer 

D Master’s Student 
Studying different characteristics of designers 

E Master’s Student 
Experienced in consumer electronics project with electronics company 

F Master’s Student 
Experienced in consumer electronics project with electronics company 

G Master’s Student 
Experienced in consumer electronics project with electronics company 

 

This workshop took 90 minutes. First, the main purpose and schedule were explained for 10 minutes 

and ‘Idea Generation’ session was proceeded by three different groups for 40 minutes. In this session, 

participants were asked to come up with any ideas and suggestions for the conflicts that I found 

through the interview. After then, for another 40 minutes, ‘Idea Actualization’ session was proceeded 

based on the generated ideas in previous session. In this session, participants categorized the 

suggested ideas in several groups and chose possible solutions. Then, they were asked to discuss how 

to actualize the ideas as usable solutions.  

 

Figure 17 Idea Generation (Left) & Idea Actualization Session (Right) 
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4.2 The result of idea workshop  

After the idea workshop, every single idea is grouped within three categories; improving organization 

structure, improving development process, and creating common sense between each team members.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 18 Three Different Ways of Solutions 

 

4.3 The direction of tool development 

In this research, among the three different ways of solutions, creating common sense between 

different team members are chosen as a key solution because the other solutions are difficult to apply 

to huge scaled companies where variety of different products are developed together and too many 

teams are linked each other. Because of the development system, it will take too much time and cost 

to change the organization structure and development system. Kim & Kang (2008) also mentioned 

that successful collaborative environment is depended more on behavioral skill then technical skills. 

Moreover, building cooperative behavior in a common culture is one of the important issues for 

improving cross-functional design performance and for leading successful teamwork with designers. 

The managers who lead all team members in specific product development process also need to 

consider about the collaborative environment before developing design strategies. 
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In conclusion, the final goal of this chapter is to suggest solutions based on two directions; First, 

different team members need to talk together more frequently to improve their collaborative 

environment. Second, product and UX designers need common sense to understand their relationship. 

Following the directions, two different solutions were developed for general conflicts and newly 

emerging conflicts; one is for general conflicts, which is a conversation toolkit that helps every 

product development team member such as designers, managers, engineers, and marketers discuss 

which conflicts are frequently occurred between each other, and which solutions are essential to 

reduce the conflicts. The other solution is for developing common sense to resolve the newly 

emerging conflicts between product and UX designers. To suggest the solution for newly emerging 

conflicts, study for understanding the relationship between product and UX designers were 

additionally conducted.  
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4.4 A conversation toolkit for general conflicts 

4.4.1 Tasks of major team members for each product development process   

This it the beginning part of the conversation card which includes the whole product development 

process with the information about the team members’ roles in each product development process. 

With these cards, users can think frequently occurred conflicts in each development process. Then, 

they start to discuss the causes of conflicts and suggested ideas with using the other cards. 

 

 

Figure 19 Cards of Major Team Members' Tasks for Each Product Development Process 
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4.4.2 Common causes of conflict card 

These yellow cards show the 5 common causes of conflicts in collaborative product development 

teams. To help users easily use the card and make them understand each card intuitively, supportive 

pictograms are used as an additional explanation. Moreover, at the bottom of the card, suggestions for 

reducing the conflicts are marked, and all the suggestions are came from the interview and literature 

review.  

 

 

Figure 20 Cards of Common Causes of Conflicts 
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4.4.3 Suggestions for the conflicts 

This suggestion cards are also comprised of 5 suggestions for the conflicts. Each card has some 

explanation of the suggestions and also has supportive pictograms. Users can link each suggestion to 

the previously selected causes of conflicts cards.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21 Cards of Suggestions for the Conflicts 
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4.4.4 Conflicts between different teams and different designers 

In product development process, some conflicts are occurred between different team members and 

even project managers, and the other conflicts are occurred between designers. Users can use the 

cards between any cards. For example, the cards can be places after placing the general product 

development process cards to think separately about the conflicts between different team members 

and within the designers.  

 

 

Figure 22 Cards of Conflicts Between Different Teams and Different Designers 
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4.4.5 The use of a conversation toolkit 

 

Figure 23 Example of Using Conversation Tool 
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4.5 Additional study for newly emerging conflicts 

4.5.1 Different characteristics of product and UX designers 

Both product and UX designer’s roles are closely connected to the developing product, but they have 

their own specialties each other. UX Designers work on the expression of the idea, while product 

designers optimize the execution of the idea (Marcin, 2014). Generally user experience is about the 

creation of efficient and pleasurable products based on knowledge about human behavior and 

emotions. In other words, user experience design is placed at the crossroads of art and science and 

requires both extremely acute analytical thinking and creativity.  

 

4.5.2 UX designer’s specialties  

UX designer’s work should always be derived from people’s problems and aim at finding a 

pleasurable, seductive, and inspiring solution. UX designers use knowledge and methods that 

originate from psychology, anthropology, sociology, computer science, graphic design, industrial 

design and cognitive science. In current product development team, UX designer’s specialties are 

divided into three part; researching user’s behavior, usability test, and design strategy.  

1) Researching user’s behavior   

In this part, UX designers are assigned to design the end-to-end experience of a certain product, and 

the experience means to plan and act upon a certain set of actions, which should result in a planned 

change in the behavior of a target group when interacting with a product. During this development 

process, methodologies such as survey, interview, and video ethnography, etc. are used to find initial 

insight of developing product. Designers who have been specialized in researching user behaviors do 

home-visiting, user-diary, focus group interview to find what users actually needs and what aspects is 

the most serious part for newly developing product. After then, concept development is conducted 

based on the user behavior data.  
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2) Design strategy 

In this part, UX designers turn the user research data into meaningful clusters, and suggest key 

direction of developing products. In this UX area, they create market segmentations and user persona, 

and evaluate the possible ideas and make user scenario. Moreover, a design strategy shows the value 

that products will bring to people, and describes this value as a goal state. It also describes the broad 

steps designers will take to achieve the goal (Kolko, 2012).  

3) Usability test 

In this area, UX designers test products to check the usability and defects. This part is usually 

conducted after developing prototype. During the usability test, users are asked to test the prototype 

and end products to check the usability and other issues to be supplemented. Through the usability test, 

designers check such as the different expectation between 3D rendering and testing working prototype. 

In this test, users find unexpected inconvenience and confused functions in actual use. Finally, 

designers supplement the developing products based on the test results.  

 

4.5.3 Product designer’s specialties 

Product designers create and develop concepts and specifications that optimize the function, value, 

and appearance of products and systems for the mutual benefit of both user and manufacturer. Also, 

they try to make products that can be easily understood by end users. Their specialized roles are 

largely divided into two part; Product from design and CMF(Color, Material, and Finishing) 

1) Product form design 

During this part, product designers do concept development, soft mock-up, and final working mock-

up, and take concrete form with consideration of aesthetical aspects and functions. 

2) CMF 

This part is majorly about the final step of developing products. CMF is a specialized area of design 

that focuses on color, material and finish development. This involves trend research, materials and 
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processes R&D, analysis, strategy and lots of creative thinking. Among the three factors, color 

includes the communication, emotion, and function. Materials include performance, comfort, and feel. 

Lastly, finish includes trends, exterior, and aesthetics.  

 

4.5.4 The importance of close relationship between product and UX designers.  

Previously, many companies were grown up by technology development, and engineers started the 

technology revolution. However, the age of technology suddenly ended, and the companies required 

finding a new kind of differentiation. To survive in this competitive environment, companies tried to 

help teams to create stunning designs with unforgettable user experience. At that time, as the role of 

designers becomes very important, the biggest challenge was to build a collaborative product and UX 

design duet to create a stunning product.  

In current product development process, UX designers mainly suggest the direction of developing 

products, but the radical ideas through the UX designer’s concepts tend to be developed by product 

designers. Even though UX designers perfectly study user’s behaviors and collect valuable data, and 

suggest innovative product concept, they will be failed the project without the ability to actualize the 

real solution. At this moment, product designers can help to actualize the concepts and make users 

understand how the products give benefits to them. Marcin (2014) also believes that this duet will be 

able to super-efficiently craft the best design while accelerating the satisfaction of users. 

 

4.5.5 Product and UX designers’ roles in different products 

Product and UX designer’s roles are flexible depending on the product characteristics. Generally, 

products can be divided into for categories; pure digital, more digital than physical, more physical 

than digital, and pure physical products (Tarng, 2012). 
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1) Pure digital products 

Pure digital products are intangible products. If the company is a major telecommunication company 

or their core strategic opportunities are intangible digital products such as web and mobile 

applications (see Figure 24), then the UX designers will take a more prominent role in 

defining/shaping that project.  

 

 

Figure 24 Examples of Pure Digital Products 

2) More digital than physical products 

More digital products are mostly used to operate software and applications (see Figure 25). If the 

company is a mobile device manufacturer, UX designers will still take the prominent role, but will 

have product designers in the project as well to develop the physical form. They will work side by 

side to ensure consistency of the experience between the two sides, but product designers would most 

likely be more of an aesthetic differentiator than a core part of the UX. 

 

 

 

Figure 25 Examples of more Digital then Physical Products 

3) More physical than digital products 

In more physical products, the primary function is a physical interaction such as taking picture, 

washing cloths, and cooling food with digital support (see Figure 26). If company makes treadmills, 

the balance of importance in defining UX designers may shift a little more to the product designers, as 

the primary function of the product is a physical interaction. Similar to the previous type, the UX 

designer will still be an important part of physical design process from research through design. 

12:00 EBook
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Figure 26 Example of more Physical then Digital Products 

4) Pure physical products 

Pure physical products are the products that work without any digital support (see Figure 27). If the 

main offering is physical product, the UX designers will come in as more of a support role. However, 

note that the product doesn't necessarily have to be digital products for UX designers to make a 

significant contribution. Understanding the users needs, task flows, use case scenarios, and translating 

those into actionable design criteria are all things the UX designer can excel at.  

 

 

 

Figure 27 Examples of Pure Physical Products 

At this point, if the product has no interface/UI to develop, then UX designers may take less of a role 

as product designers goes into physical design, CAD and engineering. However, the UX designers 

should consult through the rest of the project to ensure that the design doesn’t prioritize aesthetics 

over user experience. The specific roles of UX designers in physical product project will be to 

research current experience, identify where the experience fails and where there are opportunities, 

ideate potential solutions to create the best experience, and assist and check-in throughout the rest of 

the project to ensure a good user experience.  

 

4.5.6 Product and UX designers’ assigned roles in each development process  

In planning phase, designers consider what they can improve for their users through understanding the 

problems that current users have. In concept development phase, designers suggest the main direction 
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of developing products and start to visualize related concepts. During system-level design, product’s 

sub systems and interfaces are developed and the final form is keep refined. In detail design, product’s 

colors, materials, and finishing are finally decided. Finally, in product ramp-up phase, designers test 

overall performance, reliability, and durability, and find some defects that weren’t found previous 

development processes. Through the last examination, designers implement design changes to fulfill 

the user’s unmet needs. Detailed roles of products designers and UX designers are listed in the table 

below.   

 

Table 9 Product and UX Designers' Roles in Different Product Development Process 

Product 
Development 

Process 
Product Designers UX Designers 

1. Planning 
Consider product platform 

: Idea & Study Sketch 

Research Users and Identify 
opportunities 

: Trend Research / Interview / Survey /    

 Video Ethnography 

2. Concept 
Development 

Visualize concept, and build and test 
experimental prototypes 

: Idea & Study Sketch / Rendering / Soft  

 Mock-Up 

Setting the development direction and 
suggest main concept 

: Scenario & Storyboard 

3. System-Level 
Design 

Develop product architecture and 
refine product form 

: Appearance Model / Working Model 

Study and Plan user interaction 

: UI Planning / UI Prototype / Wire  

 framing for user interface design 

4. Detail Design 

Choose final material & color 

Develop final product form  

: Appearance Prototype / Pre-Production  

 Prototype 

Usability test for final product 

: Usability test by actual users 

5. Production 
Ramp-Up 

Apply additional needs into next 
product implement design changes 

Evaluate early production output and 
find undeveloped needs  

: Usability test by users / Survey / User  

 Interview 
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4.6 A common sense toolkit for newly emerging conflicts 

The main purpose of a common sense tool is to share common sense of different roles and close 

relationship between product and UX designers. This tool is made based on the ‘hexa-hexaflexagons’ 

structure that looks like a two dimensional hexagon with a front and a back, but hidden inside are four 

more faces that become visible by flexing and folding the paper (see Figure 28). This tool includes 6 

slides with the key information below (see Figure 29). 

 

 

Figure 28 An Operation Manual of a Common Sense Tool 
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Figure 29 The Composition of the Common Sense Tool 
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4.6.1 Slide#1 Different Specialties of different team members in product development 

This section shows how different team members such as project managers, engineers, marketers, 

product designers and UX designers work together with their own specialties. This section explained 

by the orange cultivation process to help users feel comfortable to see this tool. For example, in 

orange cultivation, product designers may think how to make an orange look delicious while the UX 

designers think the best way of eating an orange.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30 Different Specialties of Different Team Members in Product Development 
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4.6.2 Slide#2 The main causes of conflicts between product and UX designers 

This part explains the key factors that make serious conflicts between product and UX designers with 

supportive quotations. It shows how they are thinking each other, and it also suggest that the 

understanding each other’s roles and specialties is an important factor for developing close 

relationship.  

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 31 The Main Cause of Conflicts Between Product and UX Designers 
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4.6.3 Slide#3 Clear differences between product and UX designers’ roles 

This section explains main responsibilities of product and UX designers. For example, product 

designers are doing product form study and CMF(color, material, finishing), and UX designers do 

user research, design strategy, and usability test as main responsibilities. Through this divisible role 

definition, both designers can think that product and UX designers have their own specialized roles so 

that they don’t have to worry about overlapped works. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 32 Clear Differences Between Product and UX Designers' Role 
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4.6.4 Slide#4 The flexibility of their roles in different products 

Depending on the different product characteristics, product designers and UX designers’ main roles 

are very flexible. If the developing projects are closer to pure digital such as google, facebook, and 

other mobile applications, UX designers will takes a more prominent role in defining and shaping that 

project. On the other hand, if the developing projects are closer to pure physical, the UX will comes in 

as more of a support role comparing to product designers. By showing the different roles of product 

and UX designer’s role, designers and managers can understand the specific roles of product and UX 

designers in their project team. Understanding these flexible roles are important to managers who are 

in charge of managing his or her own design team members in several development projects.  

 

Figure 33 The Flexibility of Their Roles in Different Products 
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4.6.5 Slide#5 Assigned roles in each product development process 

This section shows different roles of product and UX designers in each product development process; 

planning, concept development, system-level design, detail design, and production ramp-up. Through 

this section, designers can anticipate what the other designers do in the process they are currently 

involved in and what kind of outcomes the other designers will give to them. Also, designers can 

anticipate what they should give to the other designers in each product development process.   

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 34 Assigned Roles in Each Product Development Process 
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4.6.6 Slide#6 The importance of the relationship between product and UX designers 

Lastly, this part gives some story that explains why the collaborative relationship between product and 

UX designers become very important in current industry. It gives story about why the current industry 

slightly moves from engineering based development to design based development. Especially, it 

emphasizes the collaborative relationship between product and UX designers to create innovative 

ideas and products in the product development process. The main aim of this part is to make different 

designers, managers, and the other team members aware of the importance of the relationship.   

 

 

 

 

Figure 35 The Importance of Close Relationship Between Product and UX Designers 
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5. THE VALIDATION OF THE TOOLKIT 

5.1 Expert Review 

In this expert review, one expert was participated with the purpose of giving feedback about the both 

common sense and conversation cards. She previously developed ‘Business innovation toolkit’ in her 

master’s course for ‘Carrefour’, which is the world’s second largest distribution group, and she is 

currently a representative of design agency in Korea. This interview started from the introducing this 

research, and showed both the common sense and conversation toolkits. Through this review, the 

expert checked the possibility of use in real organizations and the way of improving this card.  

 

Figure 36 An Expert Review for Tool Validation 
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5.2 Focus Group Interview 

The aim of the focus group interview was to validate the possibilities of using the toolkits in practice. 

In this interview, 5 designers who have more than 3 years work experiences in design agencies were 

participated. At the beginning, the research aim and the toolkits were explained, and the participants 

were asked to use the toolkits based on the real conflicts in their teams. Then, they were also asked to 

find difficulties and give suggestions for the better collaborative tool. 

 

 

Figure 37 Focus Group Interview for Tool Validation 
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5.3 Results 

5.3.1 A common sense toolkit 

After the participants experience the toolkits, they agreed that this tool is helpful to understand the 

differences and specialized roles between product and UX designers, and gave two main opinions. 

1) This tool should be developed not only for designers but also for managers 

The participants mentioned that developing common sense between product and UX designers 

through this toolkit was well developed, but the project managers also need to understand the specific 

roles of designers who work within their teams. Currently, the project managers sometimes don’t have 

enough experience working with designers. Especially, UX design is familiar to the designers, but not 

to the managers. Because of the lack of understanding about UX design, managers who didn’t have 

any working experience with UX designers have some trouble when they need to manage and 

improve the collaborative environment between product and UX designers.  

2) Tools need to be developed separately; for beginners and experts 

For beginners, the tool need to consist of general ideas about the product and UX designers while the 

tool for the experts need to suggest actual solutions to reduce the conflicts and improve collaborative 

environment. 

 

5.3.2 A conversation toolkit 

1) It needs to be developed as a workshop toolkit, and it needs a facilitator 

The ‘common sense tool’ is for understanding each other, while the ‘conversation tool’ is for 

discussion for current problems and solutions. Because of the tool characteristic, it will be hard to 

start and use without guidance. To use this tool properly, it needs to be developed as a workshop 

toolkit.   
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2) It should be open-ended cards 

In the common causes of conflicts cards (see Figure 32), suggesting numbers are provided at the 

bottom as guidance to find ideal suggestions. However, the numbers make participants passively in 

actual use. When practitioners select some causes of conflicts cards, they directly tried to find the 

suggestion cards (see Figure 33) that were provided on the causes of conflict cards. Then, they did 

nothing, because they already find the solution. In that case, a lively discussion was not build. To 

solve the problems, open-ended cards that don’t include the guide number for suggestions, will be 

better to talk to each other. Moreover, the number of causes of conflicts and suggestion cards are very 

limited. To be used properly by practitioners, more cases need to be provided.  
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6. Conclusions 

The aim of this study was to identify problems within collaborative product development teams and 

suggest a solution for practitioners to make better products in an efficient way. To achieve the goals, 

previous studies in literature related in the collaborative works were broadly reviewed, and found that 

most studies were majorly focusing on providing fundamental information, instead of providing 

practical solutions. For that reason, this research focused on grasping current conflicts of collaborative 

product development teams in companies and design agencies, and practical card tools were 

developed as a solution to help to make better collaborative environment between different team 

members. 

In its first step, interviews were conducted with 6 designers from different companies and design 

agencies to identify the main concerns and problems of current product development teams. Through 

the interview, 5 major causes of conflicts were identified; different communication tools, different 

personalities & preferences, political issues, lack of project manager’s leadership, and separated 

working space. Most of the causes of conflicts were occurred between designers, engineers, marketers, 

and these conflicts are already mentioned frequently in other previous studies. However, interestingly, 

because of the designer’s broaden and specialized roles in current industries, conflicts within different 

designers were newly emerged. Especially, serious conflicts are occurred between product and UX 

designers.  

Based on the results, idea workshop was conducted with seven industrial design graduate students to 

figure out the direction of collaborative tools. Then, the tools were developed in two different ways. 

One is for having common sense between product and UX designers, and the other one is a 

conversation tool that helps to talk about the conflicts and solutions together in their teams. This tool 

was composed of several cards including general product development process, causes of conflicts, 

and suggestions for the conflicts. To validate the tools, expert review and focus group interview with 

5 practitioners were conducted. 
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This suggesting tool will help product development team members understand currently occurring 

conflicts they have and the main causes of the conflicts, and product and UX designers and other 

stakeholders could understand the importance of the relationship between product and UX designers. 

Moreover, they will be able to figure out the better solution by them selves through using the 

conversation cards. As a result, the key contribution of this research is to help people to eliminate or 

reducing frequent conflicts in their collaborative teams, and save time and cost to accelerate better 

product development process.  

While this research has achieved the research aims, several recommendations were considered as 

further development. For the ‘common sense tool’, it needs to be developed into two different levels. 

One is for beginners who don’t know deeply about the different roles and close relationship between 

product and UX designers. The other one is for experts who generally understand the relationship 

between product and UX designers, but have difficulties in figuring out the solutions for reducing the 

conflicts.  

For the ‘conversation tool’, it needs to be developed as a workshop based toolkit with a facilitator. In 

the real field, although they have this conversation tool, it’s really hard to get together to discuss their 

conflicts and solutions by themselves. Moreover, because this research was conducted based on 

designers point of view, it needs broader feedback from other team members such as engineers, 

marketers, and other related key stakeholders to be properly used by practitioners. To achieve these 

additional suggestions, more workshops and interviews need to be conducted with different 

collaborative team members in various companies.  
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